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NEW QUESTION 1 

Universal Containers’ current solution for managing its forecasts is cumbersome. The sales managers do 

NOT have visibility into their teams’ forecasts and are NOT able to update the forecasts. As a result, the 

managers are continually asking their sales representatives to provide updated forecast data via email 

or phone. Which two solutions should a consultant recommend to help Universal Containers improve 

the management of their forecasts? Choose two answers. 

A. Enable override forecast permission in the Manager’s profile. 

B. Configure weekly customized forecast reports and dashboards to be emailed to sales 

management. 

C. Create a forecast hierarchy and assign managers to the forecast manager role. 

D. Create forecast Chatter groups where sales representatives can post and share their forecasts. 

Answer: AC 

NEW QUESTION 2 

Universal Containers has automated the process of creating new account records in Salesforce. All 

accounts records created through this process are owned by a generic user. There are now two million 

account records that have been created in this manner. Universal Containers is now seeing performance 

issues when it makes any changes to account sharing rules. 

What can Universal Containers do to address the issue without changing its integration? 

A. Set the organization-wide defaults for accounts to public read/write. 

B. Contact Salesforce support to add an index to the account object. 

C. Ensure that the generic user has the Modify All Data permission. 

D. Ensure that the generic user has NOT been assigned to a role. 

Answer: D 

NEW QUESTION 3 

The sales representatives at Universal Containers use various email applications and often receive 

important customer emails where they are away from the office. Sales management wants to ensure 

sales representatives are recording email activity with customers in Salesforce while they are away from 

the office. Which solution should a consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Download and install a Salesforce universal connector for their smartphones and computers. 
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B. Download and install the Salesforce for Outlook connector on their smartphones and 

computers. 

C. Forward emails using their Email-to-Salesforce email address from their smartphones and 

computers. 

D. Copy and paste emails manually to the customer record in Salesforce from their smartphones 

and computers. 

Answer: C 

NEW QUESTION 4 

The marketing department at Universal Containers is migrating from its legacy campaign and email 

management system to Salesforce and wants to ensure that its communication materials can be 

migrated as well. What should a consultant recommend to migrate the marketing department’s email 

templates? 

A. Enable Email-to-Close and use the Import Wizard. 

B. Create an email template change set or use the Lighting Platform. 

C. Manually recreate the email and mail merge templates in Salesforce. 

D. Enable Email to Salesforce before sending email templates to Salesforce. 

 

Answer: C 

NEW QUESTION 5 

Universal Containers has a private sharing model for accounts and opportunities. Each sales 

representative is assigned to work with a desiccated sales engineer. The sales engineer will need access 

to their assigned sales representatives’ accounts and opportunities. 

What should a consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Have the sales representatives manually share the accounts and opportunities with their 

assigned sales engineers. 

B. Create criteria-based sharing rules to share the accounts and opportunities with sales engineer. 

C. Enable account teams selling and have each sales representative configure their default teams. 

D. Create a trigger to add the sales engineers to their sales representatives’ account and 

opportunity teams. 
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Answer: C 

NEW QUESTION 6 

Universal Containers sells three unique products and each product has its own sales process. The 

company qualifies prospects for the three products in a consistent manner; however, once the customer 

has shown interest, the sales representatives must follow the relevant product’s sales process. 

Which two solutions should a consultant recommend to meet these requirements? Choose two 

answers. 

A. Configure opportunity record types for each sales process. 

B. Create sales stages that align with opportunity record types. 

C. Define sales processes to map to each opportunity record type. 

D. Define the default opportunity teams for each opportunity record type. 

Answer: BC 

NEW QUESTION 7 

Universal Containers has a large sales department that is dispersed worldwide. Sales managers want 

greater visibility into the opportunities in progress with their respective teams and want to receive email 

notifications when opportunities reach key metrics ( e.g. progress to a certain stage or reach a specific 

probability). 

 

However, individuals want to control the frequency of their email notifications. Which two solutions 

should a consultant recommend? Choose two answers. 

A. Configure the individual Salesforce for Outlook email settings to control notification frequency. 

B. Configure Chatter Feed Tracking to provide updates for the key metrics the sales managers are 

looking for. 

C. Create a report filtering for the desired criteria and individuals subscribe to the report. 

D. Define a workflow rule and email task that is triggered when key fields are updated to new 

values. 

Answer: BC 

NEW QUESTION 8 
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Universal Containers wants to improve sales productivity in inside sales and is has been advised to 

consider Salesforce Console for Sales. Which two use cases justify this recommendation? (Choose two.) 

 

A. Need to add notes quickly while talking to the client. 

B. Need to view the caller ID on screen and quickly make calls with one click. 

C. Need to prioritize search results for contacts and opportunities. 

D. Need to chat with customers in real time with Chatter. 

 

Answer: AB 

NEW QUESTION 9 

Universal Containers wants to associate some contacts with more than one account (e.g., a contact in an 

employee of one account and on the boards of several other accounts). Which solution should a 

consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Enable contacts to multiple accounts feature. 

B. Clone the contact record and add it to the second account. 

C. Add the contact to the partners related list on the second account. 

D. Associate the contact to other accounts using a custom lookup field. 

Answer: C 

NEW QUESTION 10 

The sales management team of Universal Containers has noticed that opportunities are taking longer to 

close. Historically, it has taken 30 days for a new opportunity to be moved to closed/won. Recently, this 

time period has increased to 45 days. Which two reporting tools can the sales management team 

leverage to help determine the cause? Choose two answers. 

A. Report on campaign return on investment (ROI) 

B. Report on the discount approval time for quotes 

C. Dashboard of month-over-month trend of lead conversions 

D. Dashboard of opportunity stage duration 
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Answer: BD 
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